We demonstrate a passage from the "quasi-Plücker coordinates" of Gel ′ fand and Retakh, to the quantum Plücker coordinates built from qgeneric matrices. In the process, we rediscover the defining relations of the quantum Grassmannian of Taft and Towber and provide that algebra with more concrete geometric origins.
Introduction
Since the problem of constructing quantum flag and Grassmann spaces was first posed in Manin's Montréal lectures [19] , numerous approaches to the problem have appeared. In this paper, we focus on the efforts of LakshmibaiReshetikhin [16] and Taft-Towber [23] to build the quantized homogeneous coordinate ring G q (d, n) of the Grassmannian of d-dimensional subspaces in K n . The difficulty lies in attaching good geometric data to any algebraic structure proposed. In this paper we provide further geometric motivation for their definition(s) via the Gel ′ fand-Retakh theory of quasideterminants [7] . This paper begins with a review of the classic Grassmannian and its coordinate algebra. We focus our attention on its description in terms of Plücker coordinates {p I }, and Plücker relations. For example, one has the celebrated identity for minors of a 4 × 2 matrix A: p 12 p 34 − p 13 p 24 + p 23 p 14 = 0, where p ij represents the determinant of the submatrix of A formed by taking rows i and j and columns 1 and 2.
The intermediate sections introduce quantum and totally noncommutative versions of this story, the latter relying on quasi-Plücker coordinates.
These are certain ratios of quasideterminants which reduce to ratios of minors in the commutative and quantum settings.
In the final section, we show that the important relations holding amongst the Plücker coordinates in the classic and quantum setting are consequences of assorted quasideterminantal identities. For example, if we begin with a "generic" 4 × 2 matrix A and are told that its entries commute with one another, then the identity (P 1,{2,3},{4} ) defined in section 3 reduces to 1 = p 12 p Remark. The reader may wish to take a moment to show that the two equations displayed above are equivalent as it will make some calculations in the sequel more transparent. Assume, of course, that all symbols p ij are invertible, and that p ji = −p ij .
We interpret our results as evidence that the definitions of quasi-Plücker coordinates are the right ones to provide a noncommutative coordinate geometry-and by extention the "correct" noncommutative algebra-for any specific noncommutative setting of interest, not just the quantum setting.
In [16] and [17] Lakshmibai and Reshetikhin recall the classic realization of G(d, n) as a subalgebra (generated by d-minors) of the coordinate algebra for SL n . With the quantized O SLn and the quantum determinant provided in [3] on hand, the construction of this algebra is straightforward; cf. [18] , [4] , [14] for modern explorations of its structure. Geometric data appears in the form of representations: they produce its simple modules from the representation theory of U q (sl n ) and use them (along with a modification of Hodge's "standard monomial theory" [12] ) to provide a basis for G q (d, n).
Taft and Towber [23] take a more constructive approach. Beginning with a presentation of G(d, n) by generators and relations, the task was simply to "quantize" this presentation to produce the coordinate ring of a quantum Grassmannian. The geometric data here is also indirect: following the suggestion of Faddeev, Reshetikhin, and Takhtajan in [3] they verify their algebra is a comodule algebra over the Hopf algebra O SLq(n) just as G(d, n) is over O SLn . They go on to prove that this algebra is the same as the quantum coordinate ring of Lakshmibai and Reshetikhin, strong evidence that indeed this is the "right" quantum G(d, n).
The aim of this paper is to give more evidence by realizing the generators and relations of Taft and Towber through more geometric considerations. To this end we use quasideterminants. Compare [5] for their original definition and connection to quantum determinants, or [8] for a picture of the current state-of-the-art.
Other means of attaching geometric data may be found in [21] , where Ohn follows the Artin-Tate-van den Bergh approach to noncommutative projective geometry, and in [22] , whereŠkoda uses quasideterminant-theory to provide localizations of the quantum algebras in question.
We fix some notation for the remainder of the paper:
Fix once and for all, positive integers d and n satisfying d < n.
We use the combinatorists' conventions: by [ For two integers n, m and two subsets I ⊆ [n] and J ⊆ [m] we define two common matrices associated to an n × m matrix A. By A I,J we mean the matrix obtained by deleting rows I and columns J from A. By A I,J we mean the matrix obtained by keeping only rows I and columns J of A.
With slight abuse of the just-defined notation, A ij will represent the (n − 1) × (m − 1) minor of A obtained by deleting row i and column j. Also, A I will denote the square matrix obtained from A by taking row-set I and column-set the first |I| columns of A.
For a misordered set of distinct integers I = (i 1 , i 2 , . . . , i m ) we denote by ℓ(I) the length of the permutation represented by I, i.e. the minimal number of adjacent swaps necessary to order I. We write ℓ(σ) for ℓ(σ1, σ2, · · · , σm).
By K q we mean an infinite commutative field K of charasteristic 0 with a distinquished element q = 0 and q not a root of unity.
1 Review of Classical Setting
Determinants
In this section we work over R (cf. [25] for a treatment over any commutative ring of characteristic p not dividing d!). The determinant of a square matrix A will be a main organizing tool in what follows. In addition to the well-known alternating property, the determinant has another property the reader should be familiar with:
1.1 Proposition (Laplace's Expansion). Let A = (a ij ) 1≤i,j≤m . Suppose that p, p ′ are fixed positive integers with p+p ′ = m, and that J = (j 1 , . . . , j m ) is a fixed derangement of the columns of A. Then
where the sum is over all partitions of [m] into two increasing sets
Typically we take (j 1 , . . . , j m ) = (1, . . . , m), so what's written above is the expansion of the determinant down the first p columns of A.
Grassmannian
First we recall the embedding of the Grassmannian Gr(d, n) into P ( n d )−1 , whose coordinates we will index by the d-subsets of [n] . Following [23] , we carry out the construction in V = (R n ) * , not in R n .
Given a basis B = {f 1 , . . . f n } for V = R n , we will represent a vector v ∈ V * as a n-tuple
can be represented by any d linearly independent vectors within Γ. We may arrange them as columns in an n × d matrix via the coordinatization above. It is clear that any two such matrices A, B represent the same Γ if and only if there is an element g ∈ GL d (R) satisfying A = B · g.
One next forms the map η : Gr(d, n) → P(R ( n d ) ) as follows. For each Γ, take any matrix representation A and map it to the n d -tuple of its maximal minors. Since two different matrix representations of Γ differ by ·g, they will differ in the image only by the scalar det g. Moreover, matrices A represent elements of Gr(d, n) if and only if at least one maximal minor is nonzero. One concludes that η is well-defined and injective. (This is the Plücker embedding, and we call the coordinates of p = p {1,...,d} : · · · : p {n−d+1,...,n} ∈ P ( 
for all choices of indices I, J ⊂ {1, 2, . . . n}
These relations take on many equivalent forms, but as written, they shall be called the Young symmetry relations (Y I,J ) (r) . The reader may find a proof in [13] , one component of which is the "Basis Theorem" below. Another component is revealed upon inspection of the following determinant:
.
Remark. (a) Use a Laplace expansion down the first d columns to see that this determinant takes the form of equation (1). (b) On the other hand, this determinant is zero: subtract the top-left block from the top-right block and discover a hollow matrix.
Coordinate Algebra
There is one technical detail left unsaid after equation (1 
Another solution is to absorb the relations (A I ) into the the Young symmetry relations and still use n d coordinate functions:
where I, J, I \ Λ, and Λ ∪ J represent sorted tuples and f Λ∪J is understood to be zero if Λ ∩ J = ∅. Denote a typical modified Young symmetry relation by (Y * I,J ), or (Y * I,J ) (r) if the context dictates. We are now ready to make the 1.1 Definition. The homogeneous coordinate ring of G(d, n) is the quotient algebra R f I | I ∈ (
The following theorem suggests we needn't quotient out by a larger ideal.
1.3 Theorem (Basis Theorem [13] ). If F is any homogeneous polynomial in f I such that F (p) = 0 for all p = p(Γ) ∈ Gr(d, n), then F is algebraically dependent on the Young symmetry relations; i.e.,
where Y I,J is the homogeneous expression appearing on the right-hand side in (Y * I,J ) (1) and H I,J is a homogeneous polynomial in the coordinate functions f I .
Note that, interpreting f I as det(A I ), we have that any homogeneous polynomial F of degree m in the f I satisfies F (A · g) = F (A)(det q) m as we expect. In the coming sections, we will mimic the constructions above as best as possible.
Quantum Setting

Quantum Determinants
Before we introduce the q-deformed version of the picture above, we recall several facts about quantum matrices and quantum determinants. The reader may find verification of all unproven statements within this section in [3] , [23] , or [24] .
2.1 Definition. An n × m matrix X = (x ij ) is called q-generic if its entries satisfy all possible relations of the four types below:
Remark. Any submatrix of a q-generic matrix is again q-generic.
We let M n×m (q) denote the set of all such X. It is a subset of the set of all n × m matrices with entries in R-the often unenunciated ring of study.
Recall that in commutative linear algebra, one can build the inverse of a matrix A using the determinant:
The quantum determinant of a matrix X = (x ij ) is defined so as to produce the inverse of a q-generic matrix in the same fashion.
2.2 Definition. For any square matrix A = (a ij ) of size n, the quantum determinant det q A = |A| q is defined by
Notation. For a subset I of size m, we will frequently use [I] to represent det q A I,{1,...,m} in order to simplify notation.
Proposition (Properties of quantum matrices). Let X = (x ij )
and Y = (y kl ) be q-generic, with X square and XY defined.
The matrix S(X)
Warning. If X ∈ M n×n (q) then X −1 ∈ M n×n (q); rather it is a member of M n×n (q −1 ).
Remark. Item 1 suggests that (det
whenever J ⊆ I. This will be quite useful in the sequel.
For all 1 ≤ m ≤ n, define GL q (m) to be GL m (R) ∩ M m×m (q)-the qgeneric matrices which are invertible over R. There is not a true group or semigroup structure on this set, e.g. if X is 2 × 2 q-generic, then X 2 is not. However, proposition 2.1 suggests that a trace of the desired structure remains: X · Y ∈ GL q (m) when the coordinates of X commute with those of Y .
There are two more properties of det q which we will need. The first is the "q-alternating" property of Taft and Towber [23] .
2.2 Theorem. Suppose X is an n × n q-generic matrix, and A is built by choosing rows i 1 , . . . , i n (not necessarily distinct) from X. Then
The second property is that often two quantum minors "q-commute:" For example, we have this
, with |M | < n and i < j.
Then the quantum minors
LeClerc and Zelevensky actually prove a much stronger result in [18] giving necessary and sufficient conditions on subsets I, J in order that [I] and [J] q-commute. However, their proof involves machinery from [23] which we wish to avoid. We present a simple proof of this weak-q-commuting property in section 4.
Quantum Space
We are now ready to q-deform the picture in section 1.2. We move from a vector space over R to n-dimensional "quantum space" V q over the field K q . We begin by considering a vector space D n with basis B = {f 1 , . . . , f n }, where D is some (unspecified) division algebra over K q . We take V as the left D-vector space V = (D n ) * = Hom D (D n , D); again we build coordinates for vectors v ∈ V from their behavior on B.
We will call a point in V q-generic if its coordinates satisfy v j v i = qv i v j (∀j > i). These are the points we wish to study; we call this set V q . Warning: this is not a vector space over K q (or D) as it is not closed under addition. However, the K q -action inherited from D (it being a K qalgebra) is well-defined. For if α ∈ K q , and
As in the commutative case, A will represent a point in Gr q (d, n).
Quantum Grassmannian
Finally, we define Gr q (d, n) as a quotient of M n×d (q). We take A ∼ B if there is a finite sequence of matrices
2.4 Definition. We have defined Gr q (d, n) above in terms of matrices. We would like to have a coordinates version as in the commutative case. We identify a point Γ q in the quantum Grassmannian Gr q (d, n) with the set of maximal quantum minors of A(Γ q )-its quantum Plücker coordinates.
Remark. Condition (iii) above is fairly restrictive, but it allows us to safely identify two sets of coordinates up to a scalar. We will see shortly that even this is not restrictive enough to completely mimic the classical setting.
From section 2.1 it is clear that a coordinate [I] of Γ q is q-alternating in I. The coordinates also satisfy a quantized version of the Young symmetry relations 1 .
Quantized Coordinate Algebra
Following the classical picture outlined above, we make the 
are quantized versions of those appearing in equation (2) . In [23] Taft and Towber give this same definition for the homogeneous coordinate ring of the quantum Grassmannian. They go on to prove a quantized version of the basis theorem:
So not only are the f I well-defined functions on the points Γ q ∈ Gr q (d, n), it would seem G q (d, n) is the biggest quotient algebra of K q f I with this property.
Remark. Note that when we interpret f I as det q (A I ) we have
Suppose we additionally know that the entries of g commute with those of A, then if F is any homogeneous polynomial in
This seems to be as close to the classical case as we can come. . . and not even this is true if we do not add this assumption about g. However, we may make a more satisfactory comparison to the classical case when we consider "homogeneous degree zero" rational functions in the {f I } (cf. proposition 4.5).
The algebra G q (d, n) has been well studied since its introduction (cf. [4, 11, 14, 23] ). In this paper we concentrate on Gr q (d, n) itself.
Young Symmetry Relations, Simplified
In the classical construction of G(d, n) it is known that all relations of the type in equation (1) with r > 1 are direct consequences of those with r = 1 (cf. [13] and [25] ). The proofs published there rely heavily on the commutativity of the Plücker coordinates {p I }. What follows is a proof of the same fact for quantum Plücker coordinates. In addition to giving a new proof for the classical case (set q = 1), it represents the key lemma for what follows in section 4.
Notation. Given an ordered set L of size n and its r-th element l r , let L (r) denote L \ {l r }. In the event that l r ∈ L we interpret L (r) as simply a reminder of this fact (i.e. L (r) = L). For any {λ 1 , . . . , 
Proof. We simply take an arbitrary Λ and compare the coefficients on the left-and right-hand sides of the monomial
left-hand side:
right-hand side:
Multiplying both sides by (−q) +ℓ(I\Λ|Λ) and using (−q) 2t .
Repeated application of this reduction proves the following important modification to the quantized basis theorem.
2.5 Corollary. Equation (10) in the definition of the G q (d, n) can be replaced with an abbreviated version-taking only r = 1.
Remark. (a) Note that this proof fails to work if q 2 is an r-th root of unity. In the case q = 1 it additionally fails if the characteristic of the field is r. Thus there is no improvement to the situation addressed in [25] in the commutative case. (b) The lemma was proven for (|J|, |I|) = (d − r, d + r), but a generalization to the setting (|J|, |I|) = (s − r, t + r) with 0 ≤ r ≤ s ≤ t ≤ d is immediate. This extended identity will be utilized in a later paper when we address noncommutative flags.
3 Generic Setting
Quasideterminants
Gel ′ fand and Retakh suggest that the quasideterminant should be a main organizing tool in noncommutative mathematics; and indeed it has already provided explicit formulas to a variety of noncommutative problems (finding Casimir elements [10] , [20] and factoring noncommutative polynomials [2] , [9] are two notable examples). The results of this paper provide further support for this suggestion.
The computations in this subsection will be done in the free skew field K< ( a ij > ) (cf. [1] ) built on the entries of a matrix A with distinct noncommuting indeterminants. As the definition will make clear, if we instead work with A over an arbitrary noncommutative ring R some quasideterminants may not be defined. A careful study of [1] reveals that quasideterminants are elements of certain localizations of R. The reader will find a more thorough treatment of the quasideterminant and its properties, including some of the proofs omitted below, in [7] and [15] .
Definition (Quasideterminant, I
). An n×n matrix A has in general n 2 quasideterminants, one for each position in A. The (ij)-quasideterminant is defined as follows:
One may use this definition and equation (7) to easily conclude that in the commutative case, the quasideterminant specializes to the ratio of two determinants:
Notation. It will be convenient to denote the (ij)-quasideterminant in another form: . . .
There is an alternate definition which we will also have occasion to use. Let ξ be the i-th row of A with the j-th coordinate deleted; and let ζ be the j-th column of A with the i-th coordinate deleted.
Definition (Quasideterminant, II).
For A, ξ, ζ as above, the (ij)-quasideterminant is defined as follows:
In attempting to make these two definitions agree, one stumbles upon the first fundamental fact about quasideterminants,
when the right-hand side is defined and not equal to zero. The quasideterminant is extremely well-behaved for being a noncommutative determinant (or rather ratio of two). Consider its behavior under elementary transformations of columns.
Proposition.
Let A = (a ij ) be a square matrix.
• (Column Permutations) Suppose τ ∈ S n and P τ is the associated (column) permutation matrix. Then |AP τ | i,τ j = |A| i,j .
• (Rescaling Columns) Let B be the matrix obtained from A by multiplying its rth column by ρ on the right. Then
if j = r and ρ is invertible.
• (Adding to Columns) Let B be the matrix obtained from A by adding column r (multiplied on the right by a scalar ρ) to column s. Then
See [7] for more details (and for row versions of all the properties in this subsection). With these properties, we may easily deduce the following
Proposition. If A is a square matrix and column s of A is a right-linear combination of the other columns, then |A| rs = 0 (whenever it is defined).
Remark. A row version of this is true as well, and will be used below.
Proof. Through a sequence of steps A = A(0), . . . , A(m) = B, columnreduce A to a matrix B: col s (B) = 0; col j (B) = col j (A) (j = s). Then proposition 3.1 above indicates
Finally, use the second definition of quasideterminant to conclude that |B| rs is indeed zero.
Proposition (Column Homological Relations).
Let A = (a ij ) be a square matrix. Then
kl · |A| kj (∀l = j).
We will also find a use for the following identity of Krob and LeClerc, which gives a one-column Laplace expansion of the quasideterminant.
3.4 Proposition. For A = (a ij ), the (ij)-quasideterminant has the following expansion:
Proof. From (11) and the previous proposition we have
il · a is .
Noncommutative Plücker Coordinates
We may use the quasideterminant to build noncommutative Plücker coordinates. One cannot simply replace the determinants appearing earlier with quasideterminants, because the latter are not invariant (up to scalar) under GL d action. In [5, 6] , Gel ′ fand and Retakh give evidence that certain ratios of quasideterminants are the proper substitute. is (for any 1 ≤ s ≤ d).
Proposition (Compelling Properties)
. For A, M, i, and j, as above, the quasi-Plücker coordinates satisfy the following:
If we associate a point Γ in a noncommutative Grassmannian-i.e. a submodule of V = (D n ) * isomorphic to D d for some division ring D-to an n × d matrix A in a manner similar to what has come before, we might take the quasi-Plücker coordinates of Γ to be the n 2 n−1 d "minors" r M ji . Additional nice properties of the r M ji are worth mentioning. 3.6 Proposition. For A, M , and i as above the following also hold:
Noncommutative Grassmannian
The fundamental identity holding amongst the coordinates appears below. It was first observed in [6] . We call this identity the "quasi-Plücker relations." It will allow us to describe Grassmannians and Grassmann algebras in a manner similar to that used in section 2.3.
Proposition (Quasi-Plücker Relations). Let
Proof. Using the definition of the quasi-Plücker coordinates, we show that
Let ξ = (ξ 0 , . . . , ξ t ) T be the column vector defined as follows:
Let B be the matrix A {i∪L},{1,...,d} and form the augmented matrix C = [ξ|B].
Lemma. The matrix C is non-invertible, in particular |C| 11 = 0.
Using the second definition of quasideterminants, we first notice that
Computing all of its coordinates at once, we have
Hence the first column is a right-linear combination of the latter columns. In particular, proposition 3.2 implies that |C| 11 = 0. ♦ We next employ equation (12) to |C| 11 to get the final result.
Remark. The proof appearing above is new and has an obvious generalization: we only need 0 ≤ |M | ≤ |L| − 1 ≤ d to make the proof work. We will explore this extended identity in a later paper when we address noncommutative flag coordinates.
3.4 Definition. We identify a point Γ in the quasi-Grassmannian QGr(d, n) with its collection of quasi-Plücker coordinates r M ji .
Towards a Coordinate Algebra
One would like a definition of the following sort: the homogeneous coordinate ring of the Grassmannian in the noncommutative setting is the algebra with generators r M ij and relations all those described above in proposition 3.6 and equation (13) . However, as all of the symbols are invertible, it seems an algebra of rational functions is more appropriate. In this setting, we have the following theorem.
3.8 Theorem. Let A = (a ij ) be a n × d matrix with formal entries and let f (a ij ) be a rational function over the free skew-field D generated by the a ij .
Suppose f is invariant under all invertible transformations
Proof. Let B = A {1,...,d},{1,...,d} and consider the matrix C = A · B −1 . Then f (A) = f (C), and Gel ′ fand and Retakh show in [7] that
Finally, we would like a version of the basis theorem to be true, e.g. if f is a rational function in the coordinates r M ij with f (A) = 0, then f = f (P i,L,M ) is zero because it can be written in terms of the quasi-Plücker relations. This may be true, but any such theorem is still pending.
Quasi ; Quantum
In this final section, we return our focus to quantum things (similar results being obtainable for the commutative case via further specialization q → 1).
Coordinates
Given a q-generic matrix X, we have seen that the (ij)-th entry of X −1 is (det q X) −1 (−q) j−i det q (X ji ). We have also related the (ji)-th quasideterminant of X to the (ij)-th entry of X −1 . A brief study of this relation yields the following essential formula 2 , first introduced in [5] :
moreover, all of the terms on the right-hand side commute with each other (proposition 2.1. We may extend equation (14) to give quantum determinant expansions for certain matrices associated to X. 
Proof. If det q A = 0, then the (i s )-th row is the same as some row i t (s < t) by equation (8)). In this case,
Otherwise, let σ(j) = i j for j = 1 . . . n and use equation (8) to rewrite equation (14) as follows:
where σ −1 acts on X by row permutations.
Notation. For a subset I of size m, we will have occasion to use i 1 · · · i s · · · i m for the (i s 1)-quasideterminant of the matrix A I,{1,...,m} . For example, if B is a 2 × 2 matrix, with rows i and j taken from some larger matrix A, then:
Using this notation-together with the shorthand notation for det q (A I ) described above-the reader should check that the following identities hold:
We are finally ready for the Proof of Proposition 2.3. Consider the following column homological relation for the q-generic matrix A i∪j∪M :
We now use the simple identities above which the reader has just checked, the q-alternating property, and proposition 2.1.1 to finish the proof. Left-hand side:
Here we have reinterpreted the identities above to start from column 2 of the original matrix A.
Right-hand side:
where the power of −q depends on whether i < j or i > j. Note the heavy reliance on the centrality of quantum determinants, proposition 2.1(i). The result now follows by "clearing denominators."
Grassmannians
In this section we prove the main result of this paper, the quantized coordinate algebra G q (d, n) of Taft and Towber results from specializing the geometry of the generic Grassmannian. Alternatively, beginning with an n×d matrix A of indeterminants over the free skew field built on the {a ij }, all relations of the form (Y * I,J ) are direct consequences of adding q-genericity to the quasi-Plücker relations (P i,L,M ) already holding for A.
Proof. Along with q-genericity we add its easy consequences-the qalternating and (weak) q-commuting properties of equations (8) and (9).
We have as our target (Y IJ ) (r) . By corollary 2.5, we may assume r = 1; so let I = {i 1 , . . . , i d+1 } and J = {j 1 , . . . , j d−1 }. Starting from the relation (P i 1 ,I (1) ,J ) we have:
This is exactly the targeted (Y IJ ). Here we implicitly began with the assumption i 1 ∈ J. However, the element i 1 ∈ I was singled-out in an effort to simplify the presentation above; any choice from I \ J could have been made for i. Finally, if I \ J = ∅, then equation (10) reads 0 = 0 by the q-alternating property.
Coordinate Algebras
We conclude this section with the introduction of a natural algebra of functions on the quantum Grassmannian. This algebra is invariant under the relation ∼ introduced in section 2.3. Moreover, its elements F are identically zero on Gr q (d, n) only if they are zero for quasi-Plücker reasons.
In [14] we learn that G q (d, n) is a noetherian domain, and as such has a (right, Ore) skew-field of fractions D. Namely, every element of D can be written as GH −1 with G, H ∈ G q (d, n). This field is too big to be an appropriate field of fractions for Gr q (d, n); we look for the ∼-invariant functions within D. (×) : we know ∃u ′ , v ′ ∈ R with f u ′ = gv ′ . So we may write ef
One question is whether u, v, u ′ , v ′ may be chosen to be homogeneous elements of R. This is straightforward to check: Write u = ∞ i=s u i and v = ∞ j=t v j (finite sums) with u s , v t = 0 (the pieces of u and v of lowest degree). Now, f u s is the lowest degree piece of f u because f is homogeneous and R is a (graded) domain. Similarly, hv t is the lowest degree piece of hv. Finally, f u = hv ⇒ f u s = hv t again by the grading of R. Hence we may assume u and v (and u ′ and v ′ ) are homogeneous elements of R.
Next, we must ask whether the resulting fractions in (+) and (×) above belong to D 0 . Again, this is easy to check: In the case of (+) we have deg e + deg
For what remains, we will need a stronger version of the q-commuting property than was proved above. Specifically, we need the following identity.
One can find a proof of this well-known identity in [18] , which, after the specialization results of the previous section, we are now free to use. Define D 0 ⊂ D as in the proposition. This is the algebra of functions we seek. We must show that: (i) D 0 is ∼-invariant; (ii) it is neither too big nor too small inside D. Invariance:
Here we have written G for the rearrangement of Gf
We look at the fields of fractions on the affine pieces of our projective space Gr q (d, n).
D 0 should contain them all, and be no bigger than necessary. Consider the "affine patch" of points On the other hand, note that all rings corresponding to all affine patches are subalgebras of D 0 , and thus so are their fields of fractions-to whatever extent they exist. So we arrive at the natural 4.1 Definition. The field of functions on Gr q (d, n) is the subfield D 0 of D generated by all elements G · H −1 with G, H ∈ G q (d, n) homogeneous of the same degree. Remark. "∼" is too strict a relation to allow Gaussian elimination. . . a procedure necessary in the proof of proposition 3.8, so we cannot simply pass from quasi-to quantum-in that proposition.
Sketch of proof.
The proof comes from the special form F takes. Let's consider the commutative case for a moment. Start from F = G/H with G and H homogeneous of the same degree, b say. Here one may divide the top and bottom by f b [−d] and "interpolate" between the coordinate functions f I occuring in G and H to get this same result in a more elementary fashion.
Example.
In the quantum setting, the same argument works as f [−d] q-commutes with every other coordinate function.
We have given some motivation for the further study of D 0 . We conclude this section by showing that, like Gr q (d, n), it's behavior is governed by its quasi-counterpart. Proof. Let Y I,J denote the right-hand side of equation (10) and P i 1 ,I (1) ,J denote the left-hand side of equation (13)-so Y I,J = 0 in G q (d, n), and 1 − P i 1 ,I (1) ,J = 0 in D 0 . For F ∈ D 0 , write F = GH −1 as above, with G(Γ q ) = 0, H(Γ q ) = 0. Then G-by the quantized basis theorem-is in the ideal generated by relations of type (Y * I,J ) (1) . Write G as such, then consider G ∈ D 0 built from G by factoring each expression w(Y * I,J )w ′ occuring as wf {i 1 ···i d } (1 − P i,I (1) ,J )f {i d+1 ···i d+r j 1 ···j d−r } w ′ in the manner carried out in the proof of theorem 4.2.
Future Steps
From the results of this paper, one may confidently go on to create Grassmannians in other noncommutative settings where suffcient determinant definitions exist (e.g. quaternions, superalgebras, etc.).
As mentioned earlier, we anticipate following this paper with a version for more general flag varieties, not just the Grassmannian special case.
The ring K r M ij | quasi-Plücker relations and its localizations have not been addressed in this paper. After the evident success of the quasi-Plücker coordinates, it is clear that this stands as a significant direction for further research.
